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Dear Career Practitioner,

Welcome to the final week of Victoria University’s 10/10 Series. We know that every

individual has more potential than their ATAR can measure. While we do consider an

ATAR for some courses at VU, a student’s ATAR is not considered for the majority

of courses in our admissions process. Students can also begin their studies at VU

Polytechnic and receive recognition for prior learning if they choose to pathway to a

tertiary degree, like Meredith, who wasn’t going to let a number get in the way of her

dream of becoming a lawyer. This week we chatted with Kylie Brown, Manager of

Admissions, Pathways and Scholarships, about her tips for the preferencing period and

VU student Trunisha who shared her reaction to her Year 12 results and how entering

Uni through a pathway option has set her up for success. 

Watch the video below to learn more.
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As one of the only Australian universities to offer TAFE and university courses, we

know that there is more than one way to get a great education. Your students have

access to a huge range of courses from Certificates and Diploma through to Bachelor

Degrees meaning that whatever their final results, VU has an option to help them take

their first step towards their dream career. Blu Ko arrived in Australia as a Burmese

refugee in 2010 speaking no English. He entered VU as a pathway student, completed

his Bachelor and is now set to start his Master of Teaching. Read about Blu’s

experience or 5 other VU students whose ATAR were no obstacle. 

With VTAC ready to open next week, we know this is a busy time for career

practitioners and teachers. We’ve created an online admissions criteria resource to

help you advise your students on all their options at VU.

Has this info been helpful? Give us your feedback here. 

Emily Bodey
Future Students Programs Manager
9919 5761
emily.bodey@vu.edu.au
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